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Making spaces
agile

Agile working is all about 
creating a space that  
provides choice

Born out of two decades of  
manufacturing bespoke reception 
areas, Workagile was created to design 
workplace furniture that explores the 
relationship between staff wellbeing  
and productivity.

With strong emphasis on the need for 
adaptability in today's ever-evolving 
workplaces, we conceive innovative 
designs that encourage communication, 
collaboration and creativity around  
the world. 

We believe that a truly agile workplace 
will always provide choice and our ethos 
is all about creating spaces that offer 
just that; this is how we thrive in making 
spaces agile.



Huddlebox® is the perfect tiered seating 
solution for creating flexible, collaborative 
spaces.

Huddlebox is no ordinary box. It is a unique 
piece of design engineering enabling you to 
create unlimited possibilities for getting people 
in a creative mindset.

Integral
flexibility



It’s all in  
the detail

Oiled or lacquered finishes  

prevent cracking, repel moisture  

& are easy to clean

Unique connector system  

allows for safe &  

easy attachment

Strong 18mm ply or 
colourthrough fibreboard 

construction

Look closely and you'll see the attention  
to detail that goes into all our products

Patent Pending 
UK Application No. GB2010815.5



Whether designing for 20, 200 or 2,000 staff, 
Huddlebox® can be scaled to suit with just eight 
simple new modules, plus optional back and 
side panels, to choose from.

The construction of these new modules 
makes them unique and even better than 
before with a simplified fitting system 
enabling increased flexibility and choice.

Reconfigurable
design

MODULE 1

225x225x900mm

MODULE 2

450x450x450mm

MODULE 3 PLANTER

450x450x450mm

MODULE 5

450x450x900mm

MODULE 6

450x900x900mm

MODULE 4 CUBBY

450x450x450mm

MODULE 7

675x900x900mm

MODULE 8

900x900x900mm

BACK/SIDE PANEL

1350x900x90mm 
1350x450x90mm



Salutogenesis is a medical approach focusing 
on factors that support health and well-being; 
an approach at the heart of our work in today's 
evolving workplaces.

The term itself means 'sources of health' and 
originates from the Latin word 'salus' (health) 
and the Greek word 'genesis' (source).

Approaching
Salutogenesis



MIDNIGHT

Standard

URBAN

Standard

SAHARA

Special

OCEAN

Special

CHILLI

Special

Colourthrough fibreboard is the same colour throughout, 
ensuring scratches can be treated with a little re-oiling

Finishing 
touches

AQUAVERT

Special

ASH

Special

BURGUNDY

Special

CHARCOAL

Special

CONIFER

Special

IRON

Special

MAUVE

Special

MID-BLUE

Special

MUSHROOM

Special

NERO

Special

OLIVE

Special

ORANGE

Special

PEARL

Special

PEBBLE

Special

PEWTER

Special

PISTACHIO

Special

POWDER

Special

SALSA

Special

SMOKE BLUE

Special

VAPOUR

Special

Furniture linoleum is a durable, easy to clean option for 
adding colour to the top or all sides of your modules

PLYWOOD

Standard

Our ply finishes enhance wellness in a space 
through a fresh, organic look & feel

PLYWHITE

Special



Creating
collaboration

Huddlebox® is perfect for opening up safer 
collaboration; something that is more 
important than ever with more people 
working from home and only visiting the 
office for specific tasks.

Enabling agile ways of working, through 
innovative design, Huddlebox encourages 
communication and creativity.



Spoilt for 
choice

Seat pads & cushions available for softer seating  
and to add a splash of colour to your scheme

SINGLE SEAT PAD

400x400x50mm

DOUBLE SEAT PAD

850x400x50mm

SMALL CUSHION

900x900x1200mm

LARGE CUSHION

1350x900x1200mm

Biophilic designs bring nature 
indoors, promoting calmness

Cubbys incorporate practical  
storage for your belongings

Castors or feet for easy moving 
and to protect flooring

Anti-microbial lacquer for extra 
safety and hygiene



Perfect against walls, enabling use of the height 
of a space rather than encroaching on floor 
space, or to introduce a peninsular or corner 
within a room.

This level of innovation adds to the design 
landscape in addition to maximising seating 
capacity, space efficiency and choice.

Innovative
layouts



Be 
inspired

With thousands of unique configurations, 
combinations are limitless and truly bespoke to  
your needs.

Companies change, grow, adapt and, of course, move. 
The best designs include future proofing calling for a 
more modular and reconfigurable solution.

Seemingly endless 
configurations that can  
be conjured up which  
is testament to a truly  
agile solution.

“

”



As nature 
intended

We only use timber from sustainable sources, certified by the 
Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC®) and Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification (PEFC).

Our environmental management is evidenced by our ISO 9000 
and ISO 14001 accreditation, as well as our partnerships with 
the FISP and the World Land Trust..

We even plant a tree for 
every order we receive to 
offset our footprint!



Helping HSBC 
work agile

Workagile worked extensively with 
Axis Architecture and Insightful 
Environments to help bring the vision of 
HSBC, the world's local bank, to life.  The 
brief outlined the importance of using 
the environment to create a vibrant 
and collaborative space. Huddlebox® 
products were utilised in such a way 
to create a cultural shift from a static 
to a flexible working environment 
within a contemporary, professional 
environment.

We remained on hand to advise 
throughout the process, providing 
samples, trials and designs to help 
ensure the furniture would suit the 
vision HSBC wanted for their new office.

“ Huddlebox is different 
to other modular type 
seating available at the 
moment. ”



Explore our website 
to read about other 
companies we've  
worked with.



USA

2149 Avon Industrial Dr, 

Rochester Hills, MI 48309

France

13 rue Louis Aragon, ZI La Vignasse,

07800 La Voulte sur Rhône

Germany

Auf der Landeskrone 2,

57234 Wilnsdorf
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london@work-agile.com

020 3904 6688


